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Essential tips for capturing fast-moving birds, whether in your garden or further afield - we show how to make a feeding station too ...
How to capture fast-moving birds (and animals)
AP's Geoff Harris recently picked up a Leica R film SLR and 50mm Summicron f/2 lens for £500. How did he get on and what did he learn?
The Leica R6: a film Leica for less
You don't have to be a professional to take top-notch photos. Follow these simple pointers to improve the quality of your snapshots.
10 Quick Tips to Fix Your Bad Photos
Perfection isn’t the be-all and end-all, though – you can get fantastic images by introducing distortion and flare when used with the right creative vision. An inexpensive glass prism can be held in ...
Add artistic flare to your portrait photographs with a cheap glass prism
We’ve all seen an image like this on Instagram. It's the “perfect” road trip photo that captures the essence of the open road and feelings of freedom and A road trip shot captures the essence of the ...
Tips for Capturing the Best Road Trip Photo
We review the new Pentax K-3 III DSLR from Ricoh Imaging, and take an in-depth look at the cameras new features, as well as look at image quality from the camera. Find out how the K-3 III performs.
Pentax K-3 III Review
If using the natural light alone we could expose for the shade, but this will blow out the sky; or we could expose for the bright sky, but then the subject will be in silhouette. Both options can lead ...
How to take amazing portraits at sunset using natural light and flash
Phones are very capable cameras. For some photographers, however, the lack of good physical controls limits the utility of an iPhone. Fjorden hopes to change that with its new iPhone camera grip, ...
Kickstarter: Fjorden grip for iPhone adds physical camera controls to your smartphone
As the iPhone continues to be used to take stunning photos some people need to take their photography to the next level. That's where the Fjorden camera grip comes into play with its hardware buttons ...
The Fjorden grip turns your iPhone into a real camera
Rounding out the "FX" series of high-end ultra-compacts from Panasonic this year (11/2008), the Lumix DMC-FX150 is loaded with features that you'd normally find on a more expensive digicam. Boasting ...
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FX150 Review
AmazonPhotographer Chase Jarvis famously said, “The best camera is the one that’s with you.” It’s sage wisdom, but you can still make good choices to ensure that the camera you have handy at any given ...
Shoot Your Shot With the Best Digital Cameras, According to Photographers
If you're getting serious about photography (or video), then you've probably looked into full-frame cameras. There's a degree of camera snobbery when it comes to this sensor size and you might think ...
Should I buy a full-frame camera in 2021?
As many of my followers already know, I come from the film cameras era. And despite I became a pro in the digital era for me photography is still the same and I absolutely love the way to photograph ...
Why I am using manual lenses with my Fujifilm X Series cameras?
Polaroid-style photography is the antidote for the smartphone era, and a great way to capture your adventures on film ...
These Are the Best Instant-Film Cameras
The Photoshop vs Lightroom conundrum is one of the most common causes of furrowed brows for anyone who's just starting out on their photo editing journey, but luckily we're here to help you choose the ...
Photoshop vs Lightroom: what's the difference and which is the best for you?
Canon launched the PowerShot G1, the first in a series of hugely popular cameras aimed at enthusiasts that continues over two decades later. The G1 packed literally everything Canon ...
Canon PowerShot G1 retro review
It is a smartphone with a cult following thanks to what was a groundbreaking camera at the time. That video prompted a closer look at the PureView camera, which we did in a head-to-head with the ...
Camera test: 2013 contender challenges the reigning champion
The HD Pentax-DA* 16-50mm F2.8 ED PLM AW lens is the latest APS-C addition to Ricoh Imaging's flagship Pentax Star (*) lineup.
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